In this paper, we revisit pricing contingent claims in incomplete markets. While a lot have been done on pricing in incomplete markets, there is still a gap on the categorization of the payoffs. Some contingent claims are attainable while others will not be attainable. We address the question of which contingent claims belong to each group. We also propose a generalization of the equivalent martingale measures used for pricing, a generalization which includes those studied so far. We also provide some examples of how to price in each class and introduce important definitions.
Introduction
In this paper we extend the study of the pricing of contingent claims in incomplete markets. We categorize these contingent claims into those which are attainable and those which are not attainable which has not been fully addressed in previous works. In a market where there are more Brownian motions than number of stocks the market is likely to be incomplete. We refer the reader to [1] for more discussion on incompleteness of markets of this type. The Girsanov theorems give an explicit representation of the market price of risk which induces the equivalent martingale measure used for pricing. In incomplete markets there are infinitely many such equivalent martingale measures, leaving researchers looking for what could be a good candidate measure for pricing. Common examples of these measures are the minimal martingale measure as in [2] , the relative entropy minimizer as in [3] , the Esscher transform in [4] , the minimal
f -divergence as in [5] among others. One objective for this study is to generalize these measures to include even those measures not yet studied. We call these measures admissible pricing measures. We note that the mapping from the set of equivalent martingale measures to the price of contingent claims is a many to one mapping. Therefore there are some contingent claims which have a unique price calculated using different equivalent martingale measures. We do this by means of some simple toy examples that reveal our results. It is in this light that the uniqueness of some of the admissible pricing measures suggested before could be brought into question. However, if we introduce an equivalence relation which results in cosets, each containing admissible pricing measures that gives the same price for a given contingent claim, then this mapping becomes an injective function. We have limited this ideas into the idealizations and we leave further scrutny to interested readers. This paper is organized as follows: the next section gives the preliminaries. In that we also introduce some important definitions. The final chapter deals with the important results where we observe that the pricing measures are not unique after all. This is achieved through some toy examples of European options belonging to the sets of attainable claims and non-attainable claims respectively.
Mathematical Preliminaries
Assume that we have a filtered probability space
with the filtration chosen in such a way that asset prices are -adapted. Consider a market
X t is the price of the bond at time and is given by 
is a Q-Brownian motion. Surely there are infinitely many equivalent martingale measures Q. Let e be the set of all equivalent martingale measures Q for this market.


Pricing a contingent T-claim with payoff
 
F  in such a market has been studied before. The most common ideas include either to complete the market (see [6] ) or finding a measure which is "good" enough so that
is the "best" price admissible to buyers and sellers. It is known (see [1] and references therein) that .
is the set of admissible prices for both buyers and sellers. Any price charged outside this interval will cause one to create an arbitrage. In [1] , the authors give an explicit representation of
In this paper we aim to characterize and price contingent claims in incomplete markets. We will characterize them into those which are attainable and those which are not and we give an overview of their pricing procedure.
Ontingent Claims in Incomplete Markets
We look at the following results: Proposition 3.1 Let f be a measurable function and T 0 be a finite time horizon. Any contingent T-claim of the form
is attainable in the market, its price is unique and is independent of the choice of the equivalent martingale measure Q. Proof: Without loss of generality, let us assume constant coefficients. With respect to P, we have
and with respect to Q we have
X t is independent of the market price of risk and thus is independent of the equivalent martingale measure Q, so that the price
is independent of Q. Thus is uniquely determined in (3.1). To show that every
attainable, it is enough to use the martingale representation theorem and also normalize to get a martingale representation of the terminal value of the self-financing portfolio of stocks and bonds. We refer the reader to [1] Chapter 12 for details of this working.
N.B: What the proposition above tells us is that in incomplete markets the set of attainable claims is not empty. So in incomplete markets there are some contingent claims which can be hedged by a portfolio of stocks and bonds. Let be the set of all T-claims which are attainable in this market. Therefore
we 
is not attainable in the market.
The proof is in [1] Chapter 12 for a particular case which could easily be generalized. The set of T-claims which are not attainable in the market shall be denoted . 
Note that (3.2) and (3.3) can easily be justified through an auction of the contingent claim   F  and the price for this claim obtained through such an auction is . Therefore for each contingent claim
there is a unique price admissible to buyers and seller and there exists an admissible pricing measure such that
what may not be clear for now is whether this admissible pricing measure is unique for each contingent claim. This will be addressed later after looking at the following particular cases.
Examples of Pricing in and
a Q  n Q

We assume constant coefficients and assume 1 m  and 2 n  . We also consider the mean-variance measure as one of the studied admissible pricing measures. The choice of this measure is arbitrary since the results for the other already studied pricing measures will be similar.
The market will now be
Then by the Girsanov theorem, the market price of risk is
There are infinitely many solutions for and . The measure Q given by
is an equivalent martingale measure such that
is a two dimensional Brownian motion with respect to Q. Since induces Q then there are infinitely many equivalent martingale measures to P. Any payoff
will have infinitely possible prices . The challenge is to find the "best" such price admissible to buyers and sellers. then with respect to Q, we have
the mean variance equivalent martingale measure is the one which minimizes 
Therefore to get we find
e min subject to 
where    is the Lagrange multiplier.
Here and 
We see here that is uniquely determined by (3.7). The price of the contingent claim 
Conclusion
to categorize the T-claims which are tegorize payoffs which are attainable and those which are not in an incomplete market. Each payoff will be priced using an admissible pricing measure. Our definition of admissible pricing measures shows that any contingent claim in incomplete markets can be priced and the price is unique. However the uniqueness of the price does not imply the uniqueness of the pricing measure. For example, if the payoff is attainable, then all e Q   yields the same price. The story is different in that the claim is not attainable. the case
We have managed attainable and those which are not and we have linked each payoff to a price which in turn is linked to a class of substitutes. Therefore, given a contingent claim, we should be able to find its price using one of the admissible pricing measures. The price is calculated as the discounted expectation of the payoff with respect to
